When constructing 3D geometry for use in cel animation, the reference drawings of the object or character often contain various view-specific distortions, which cannot be captured with conventional 3D models. In this work we present a technique called View-Dependent Geometry, wherein a 3D model changes shape based on the direction it is viewed from. A view-dependent model consists of a base model, a set of key deformations (deformed versions of the base model), and a set of corresponding key viewpoints (which relate each 2D reference drawing to the 3D base model). Given an arbitrary viewpoint, our method interpolates the key deformations to generate a 3D model that is specific to the new viewpoint, thereby capturing the viewdependent distortions of the reference drawings.
INTRODUCTION
Cartoon animation has continually taken advantage of developments in computer graphics. Three-dimensional elements have been used to render crowds, buildings, scenery, and even main characters. When these 3D objects are created, the modelers typically begin with a set of reference drawings of the object (the model sheet) showing it from different viewpoints. Unlike photographs or technical illustrations, these hand-created images do not correspond to a precise physical space -the artists who draw them try to achieve the best aesthetic effect, and are not bound to geometric precision. As a result, these drawings typically contain many subtle artistic distortions, such as changes in scale and perspective (also noted by [Zori95] ), or more noticeable effects such as changes in the shape or location of features (e.g., the face, hair, and ears of Figure 1 ). Because these distortions differ in each drawing and do not correspond to a 3D geometric space, conventional 3D models are unable to capture them all. As a result, these view-specific distortions are often lost as we move from the artistic 2D world to the geometric 3D world.
One might attempt to remedy this problem using existing 3D modeling and animation tools by directly modifying the object at selected keyframes of the final animation, to match the drawings better. However, this approach is only feasible if the camera path is fixed, and might be prohibitively expensive if the object is replicated many times from different angles (e.g., in a crowd).
In this paper, we propose to make the view-dependencies an inherent part of the model, defining them only once during the modeling phase.
The appropriate distortions can then be generated automatically for any arbitrary viewpoint or camera path.
We accomplish this with a technique we call ViewDependent Geometry -geometry that changes shape based on the direction it is seen from. A view-dependent model consists of a base model (a conventional 3D object) and a description of the model's exact shape as seen from specific viewpoints. These viewpoints are known as the key viewpoints (which are independent of the camera path that will be used during rendering), and the corresponding object shapes are the key deformations. The key deformations are simply deformed versions of the base model, with the same vertex connectivity. Given an arbitrary viewpoint or camera path, the deformations are blended to generate a new, view-specific 3D model.
View-Dependent Model

Figure 1 Example components of a view-dependent model
View-dependent models are able to capture different looks for an object from different viewing directions. By creating a key deformation for each reference drawing, we can create models that automatically respond to any given viewing direction or camera path, yielding the proper artistic distortions. This paper describes how to construct and render viewdependent models, both static and animated. It discusses the various interpolation issues, and shows how to deal with sparse deformations. Several examples of the technique's applicability to animation are given. We note, however, that View-Dependent Geometry is not limited to the specific driving problem of artistic distortions, but rather presents a general method -that of allowing an object's shape to vary in response to view direction -which may be of use in other areas of computer graphics as well.
PREVIOUS WORK
The problem of cartoon animation was addressed very early in computer graphics, for example by [Levo77, Hack77, Reev81] . Many computer systems have since been designed to aid in traditional animation. [Dura91] provides an overview of many of the issues and tradeoffs involved. [Litw91] describes the Inkwell system, based on 2-D geometric primitives. [Feke95] describes TicTacToon, which mimics the workflow of a traditional animation studio. [Robe94b] presents an overview of different commercial software packages for cartoons, and [Robe94a] describes Disney's CAPS system, the most successful usage of computers in cel animation to date. Many techniques of cartoon animation were introduced to the graphics literature by [Lass87] .
The above papers describe general cel animation systems; there have also been many recent publications describing specific methods for graphics in cartoons. [Libr92] describes a system which takes as input a set of vector-based drawings, and parametrically blends them to interpolate any number of defined features. [Pfit94] describes the wildebeest scene in Disney's The Lion King. [Guag98] describes similar techniques in Disney's Mulan, as well as their enhanced 2.5-D multiplane system, Faux Plane.
[Wood97] shows how to render multiperspective panoramas of backgrounds for use in cartoons. Finally, Correa demonstrates a method for integrating texture mapping with cel animation [Corr98] . Our method is similar in nature to Correa's. The common philosophy is that one should not discard the inherent expressiveness of the 2D artist as 3D computer graphics are incorporated into the animation. In their work, they apply textures to hand-drawn animated sequences (thereby retaining the artistry of the drawn animation) whereas in our method we create 3D models that are able to capture the artistic distortions in multiple drawings of an object.
Our method involves issues in 3D interpolation and deformations. Related work includes [Beie92, Lee95, Lerios95]. Our method is also similar to [Debe98] , where textures -rather than geometry -are blended in response to the current viewpoint.
CREATING AND RENDERING VIEW-DEPENDENT GEOMETRY
A view-dependent model is composed of a base model and a set of deformations specifying the model's shape as seen from specific viewpoints. This section discusses how to determine these key viewpoints, how to construct the corresponding deformations, and how to blend between the different deformations as the object is viewed from an arbitrary location.
Creating View-Dependent Models
The inputs to our system are a conventional 3D model of an object (the base model) and a set of drawings of the object from various viewpoints (Figure 2 shows an example model created as a polygonal mesh in 3D Studio Max, and a single hand-drawn image). The base model is created using standard 3D modeling software. It represents the best-fit geometry to the complete set of drawings (since the context is artistic animation, "best-fit" can be interpreted in an intuitive -and not necessarily numericalsense).
In this section we assume the base model is rigid (animated models are discussed in Section 4).
Aligning the base model and the images
The first step is determining a viewpoint for each drawing. That is, we find a camera position and orientation relative to the base model, with a projection that best matches the given drawing (the current implementation uses perspective cameras, although this discussion also applies to parallel projections). Because of the artistic distortions, exact alignment of the model with the drawing is not possible. We therefore cannot use standard linear correspondence methods such as in [Faug93] (although non-linear methods might prove useful in future work). Note, however, that exact alignment is not actually necessary in our context, since the features in the 3D model that cannot be aligned will be deformed to match the image in the next step.
In the current implementation the user manually aligns the model with each drawing by rotating and translating the camera until the main features match. Figure 3 shows the model superimposed over a drawing after it has been manually aligned.
Deforming the base model
There are many existing techniques for deforming 3D models. For example, one may use free-form deformation lattices [Sede86] , "wires" [Sing98] , or various other existing methods. These all operate in 3D space, thereby permitting arbitrary changes to the object's shape.
For our application, however, full 3D deformations are not always necessary. Since we are ultimately concerned with the model's shape as seen from only a single fixed viewpoint (for each reference image), we can perform the majority of the deformations in 2D, parallel to the image plane of the camera. This makes the deformation step considerably easier than the full 3D modeling required to originally build the base model.
The current implementation of the deformation system is quite straightforward. Given a polygonal mesh representation of the model, the user picks a vertex. All vertices within a specified distance r in 3D of the selected vertex are then also selected. As the user drags the original vertex across the image plane, the other vertices are dragged in the same direction with a scaling factor of (1-d/r) 2 , where d is the distance of a given vertex to the originallychosen point, and r is the selection radius, both in world units. The vertices' Z-distances from the camera remain unchanged. This simple method permits relatively smooth deformations (dependent on the resolution of the underlying mesh). The middle still in Figure 3 shows a deformation on the example model. The currently-selected group of vertices is shown in red.
Besides dragging vertices across the image plane, our implementation also allows the user to push and pull vertices in the Z direction (towards or away from the camera). This is necessary to fix vertices that accidentally pass through the mesh as they are translated on the image plane. A more sophisticated implementation should provide an entire suite of tools including arbitrary rotations and scalings of groups of vertices -as with any modeling application, the quality of the interface can greatly influence the quality of the resulting mesh.
Note that the topology (vertex connectivity) of the model does not change during the deformation; only the vertex locations are altered. This greatly simplifies the subsequent interpolation step. Also note that the drawings are not altered -only the base model is deformed.
The last image in Figure 3 shows the model after the deformation process. Comparing this with Figure 2 , we see that the deformed model matches the reference drawing's shape more closely than the base model.
After the object and image are matched to the user's satisfaction, the deformed object is saved to file as a key deformation, and the aligned camera location is saved as a key viewpoint.
Rendering View-Dependent Models
In the previous step we saw how to specify what the model should look like when seen from specific, discrete viewpoints. These viewpoints and deformations are independent of the final camera path (they are inherent components of the model itself), and are constructed a priori in the modeling phase. At rendering time we need to determine -given an arbitrary camera direction relative to the model -what the object's 3D shape should be. The rendering process proceeds as follows: 1) Find the three nearest key viewpoints surrounding the current viewpoint. 2) Calculate blending weights for the associated key deformations. 3) Interpolate the key deformations to generate a new 3D model for the current viewpoint. 4) Render the resulting interpolated 3D model. This process is similar to the view-dependent texture mapping of [Debe98] , in which three textures (on a regular grid called a "view map") are blended to capture reflectance and occlusion effects in multiple images of an object.
Finding the nearest surrounding key viewpoints
First we must find the nearest key viewpoints surrounding the current viewpoint. In this paper we consider only the viewing direction for the key and current viewpoints, and not the distance from the cameras to the object (we also assume, without loss of generality, that the view directions point towards the centroid of the object). Since we do not differentiate between distances, we can map the viewing directions to points on a viewing sphere around the object. To find the surrounding key viewpoints, we find the three points on this sphere whose spherical triangle contains the current viewpoint ( Figure 5 ). The key viewpoints surrounding the current viewpoint are given by the intersected spherical triangle on the viewing sphere. This is equivalent to the corresponding planar triangle on the convex hull of sphere points.
However, we can avoid working in the spherical domain by noting that a spherical triangle is simply the projection onto the sphere of the planar triangle between the three vertices. Therefore, if the current viewpoint maps to the spherical triangle between three given keys, it also maps to the corresponding planar triangle. This leads to the following simple method for finding the surrounding viewpoints: as a preprocess, project the key viewpoints to a sphere around the object, and then compute the convex hull of these points; this gives a triangulation around the object (any convex hull algorithm that avoids creating long, splintery triangles can be used. Our current implementation uses [Wats81]). At rendering time, find the face in the convex hull which is intersected by a ray from the current camera to the sphere center. The intersected triangle denotes the three key viewpoints surrounding the current camera (note that the result of the intersection test may be zero or two points if the key viewpoints do not fully enclose the object -discussed further in Section 3.3). Figure 4 shows the key viewpoints of our example viewdependent model, projected onto a sphere. The convex hull for these points is displayed in wireframe. For each rendered view, we project a ray from the eye towards the sphere center; the intersected triangle of the hull is shown in green. The vertices of this triangle (shown in red) correspond to the three nearest key viewpoints for the current view.
Calculating the blending weights
Given the intersection of a viewing ray with one of the triangles from the previous section, the blending coefficients are given directly by the barycentric coordinates w 1 , w 2 , w 3 of the intersection point. These weights are continuous as the camera is moved within and across triangles. Furthermore, one of the barycentric coordinates will reach a value of one -and the other two weights will equal zero -when the current viewpoint exactly matches a key viewpoint (i.e., when the intersection point is at a triangle vertex). When this occurs, the blended model will exactly match the one key deformation corresponding to that viewpoint.
The blending weights can be scaled exponentially to alter the sharpness of the transition between adjacent deformations. We define these new, scaled weights as: where α is the sharpness factor. As α grows >1, the resulting blended model moves more quickly towards the nearest key deformation. As α becomes <1, the blend is more gradual. The next section discusses the actual interpolation of the deformed models' vertices, given the three blending weights w 1 ', w 2 ', and w 3 '.
Interpolating the key deformations
The final deformed model for the current viewpoint is generated by interpolating corresponding vertices from the three nearest key deformations. Since the key deformations all share the same vertex connectivity, the vertices correspond directlyand interpolation is a simple matter of computing a weighted blend of the corresponding vertices' positions in 3-space.
Since the interpolation is computed independently for each vertex in the final model, we can limit our discussion here to a single vertex v. where w 1 ' is the weight corresponding to the first key deformation, v i , and similarly for w 2 ' and w 3 '. One could obtain smoother blends by applying higher-order interpolation. This would consist of taking the set of vertices v 1 ... v N and fitting a higher-order surface to it, yielding a smooth tripatch (with the vertex connectivity given by the convex-hull triangulation). This tri-patch would be locally parameterized by two of the weights w' (since the third is always one minus the sum of the first two). Given an arbitrary viewing direction, a single point is computed on this surface and used as the current location for v.
Another interpolation scheme worth investigating for future work is that of Radial Basis Functions, a multidimensional learning-based technique. These are used by [Libr92] to generate artistic images interpolated from vector-based drawings.
Note that the above discussion only deals with the vertexwise smoothness of the interpolation. We do not enforce any global constraints on the deformations or on the resulting interpolation (e.g., ensuring the mesh doesn't pass through itself, enforcing mesh curvature constraints, etc.). Doing so would involve a tradeoff between the quality of the resulting meshes and the extent of allowable deformations.
3.2.4
Rendering the resulting 3D model
In this paper, we display the resulting model using nonphotorealistic rendering techniques, consisting of a non-standard lighting scheme and a silhouette-rendering scheme. The object is lit and shaded with a method similar in nature (though not identical) to [Gooc98] . Our lighting equation is: Top row: Different views generated as we rotate our camera about the model. They are created by interpolating the three key deformations nearest to the camera viewpoint.
Bottom row: The interpolated 3D model seen from a fixed, independent viewpoint. We clearly see the model distorting as the top row's viewpoint changes surface, C base is the base color of the surface (e.g., the diffuse color), and C cool and C warm are cool and warm colors (e.g., blue and orange). The parameter k a controls how much of the base color the surface receives as ambient light (the given examples use k a = .9). The parameters k 1 and k 3 are used to prevent the lights from oversaturating the surface (since it has a strong ambient component), and k 2 and k 4 control the intensity of the warm and cool lights. A value of 1.0 can be used as a default for k 1 through k 4 .
In contrast with the Gooch method, the values of k 1 through k 4 are varied for each surface, based on the hue of C base . For example, we disable the warm (orange) light when rendering white-ish surfaces -yielding soft, cool whites. For purple surfaces, we set k 4 to 2.0 (intensifying the cool light component), while for red colors we increase the cool light while also decreasing the warm light -yielding rich purples and brilliant reds. There are many other hues that can be handled, and varying the parameters leads to many interesting effects (e.g., letting the parameters extend to negative values yields fluorescent surfaces).
The above equation can be implemented in OpenGL by setting the global ambient light to C base * k a , setting the per-light ambient and specular components to zero, and using the second and third terms in the above equation as the diffuse component for the first and second lights, respectively.
Our silhouette algorithm is based on [Rask99] (the techniques of [Mark97] can also been applied). In the former paper, silhouettes are generated by rendering the model in two passes: first a regular backface-culled rendering pass, with lit and shaded polygons, then a second pass with front faces culled and back faces rendered in thick black wireframe (using the OpenGL commands glDepthFunc(GL_LEQUAL), glCullFace(GL_FRONT), and glPolygonMode(GL_BACK, GL_LINE)). This method is easy to implement, and operates on unstructured "polygon soup" models as well.
In our implementation, we also optimize by first detecting adjacent faces which span a silhouette edge (that is, one face is front-facing and the other back-facing). We then only render these faces -rather than all the backfaces -in the second pass. In addition, we render these faces a third time as points using glPolygonMode( GL_BACK, GL_POINT), to eliminate cracks that can appear between adjacent thickened edges.
Example View-Dependent Model
In Figure 6 we show a static view-dependent model, rendered from a series of viewpoints. This model was created by applying the three deformations shown in Figure 1 , along with 5 other minor deformations about the viewing sphere. As we rotate around the head, we see the ears and hair shift to match the original drawings (from Figure 1) . In the bottom row (in blue) we show the model from an independent, fixed viewpoint. This clearly shows the 3D changes in the model as the camera rotates.
Unspecified Regions in Viewing Sphere
Our method has assumed that the key viewpoints entirely surround the base object. Then there will always be three key viewpoints surrounding any arbitrary new viewpoint. However, if the hull of the key viewpoints does not enclose the center of the viewing sphere, then there will be areas on the sphere that have no associated key deformations. This may happen, for example, if there are fewer than four deformations, or if the key viewpoints all lie on one side of the object.
We can deal with these unspecified regions by interpolating the deformations with the original base model. For example, if the key viewpoints all lie on one side of the sphere, we can insert dummy "deformations" -simply copies of the base model -in order to fully enclose it. Equivalently, we can revert to the base model without explicitly inserting dummy keys by using a cosine or cosine-squared falloff on the available deformations as the current viewpoint moves into unspecified regions.
For example, in Figure 7 we show a building model, to be used as a background object. Since backgrounds are often only seen from a single viewpoint, we only apply one deformation (from the front of the building). As the current camera moves away from the front, we gradually revert to the base model by blending the single deformation and the base model with: 
ANIMATED VIEW-DEPENDENT MODELS
The basic view-dependent method described above only handles static base models. This can be useful for background objects, props, vehicles, etc. In this section, we demonstrate how to deal with objects whose shape changes non-rigidly over time.
We note that if the animation will be used for only a single shot, or if the camera path for the final render is fixed, then it may be easier to match the animation and artwork directly using conventional keyframe methods. However, if we have an animation that will be used repeatedly from arbitrary angles (e.g., a walking cycle), in large numbers (e.g., crowds), or from an unknown camera path (e.g., a real-time application), then it may be more efficient to use view-dependent geometry. The animation can then be rendered from any arbitrary viewpoint, automatically yielding the proper distortions.
Figure 7
The base model in this example is a simple rectangular building. We applied a single deformation, from a viewpoint directly facing the building. The output model is fully deformed when the current camera faces the building front, and reverts to the original shape as the camera moves towards the sides.
Animated Base Models
A set of key deformations indicates what an object should look like from various viewpoints, but does not show change over time. When the base model is non-rigidly animated, then a single set of deformations no longer suffices. Instead, we will need a different set of deformations for each frame of the model's animation, which are then blended on a per-frame basis in response to the current viewpoint.
However, the user does not have to explicitly specify the set of key deformations for every frame -a tedious and error-prone task. Instead, the user only needs to define a small number of deformations, at different times in the animation and from various viewpoints (Figure 8 ). All the deformations from the same viewpoint are then interpolated over time (discussed in the next section). This yields, for each viewpoint on the viewing sphere, a deformation at every frame. Once this interpolation is applied for all key viewpoints, we will have a full set of deformations for each frame. We can then directly apply the basic view-dependent geometry method on a per-frame basis.
Interpolating the Key Deformations Over Time
Let us consider a single key viewpoint. We need a deformation of the base model from this viewpoint for every frame in the animation, but are given only a small number of them at selected frames. Because the deformations are given sparsely and do not necessarily correspond to the underlying animation keyframes, we cannot interpolate between them directly (doing so would lead to the typical problems of object blending discussed in [Beie92, Leri95, Witk95, Sede93] ).
Instead of interpolating directly, we propagate the deformations throughout the underlying animation by factoring out the deformation offsets at the given frames, interpolating between these offsets, then adding the interpolated deformation offsets to the original animated model. This preserves the underlying motion while propagating the changes due to deformation.
For example, let v be a vertex in an animated base model, with deformations at two given frames. We denote v's original 3D location at the first given frame as v a , and its original position at the next keyframe as v b . We denote the deformed vertex locations at those two frames as v a ' and v b '. Instead of interpolating directly from v a ' to v b ', we decompose the 3D locations into: 
Example Animated View-Dependent Model
Figures 9-12 show an animated base model of a 40-frame walk cycle. We applied a total of 4 key deformations to the original walking model: one from the front and one from the side at frame 10, and another two from the front and side at frame 30 (these deformations simply exaggerate the pose of the model, making the arms and legs swing out more). We therefore have 2 key viewpoints (a front view and a side view), and two deformations in time per viewpoint (the two deformations at frame 10 are shown in Figure 9 ). These deformations are first offset-interpolated in time as a preprocess, yielding deformations at every frame, for each key viewpoint. These key deformations are then blended at run-time using the view-dependent geometry method. In Figure 10 we show a single frame of the walk cycle, seen from various viewpoints around the model. The blue model (seen from a fixed, independent viewpoint) shows how the object distorts as we view it from different angles. Figure 11 and 12 compare the original model against the view-dependent model as they are animated over time. Figure 11 is the original model, without view-specific distortions. Figure 12 shows the viewdependent model, clearly showing the effects of the distortions.
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
In Figure 13 we bring together the different methods discussed in this paper. The rabbit's head is a static viewdependent model, the body is an animated view-dependent model, and the buildings are static view-dependent models with a single deformation applied. We can see the ears differ in the first and last viewpoints. We also see the distortions of Figure 9 in the middle two viewpoints. Finally, we see the buildings are distorted when seen face-on, but otherwise revert to their original rectangular shape.
FUTURE WORK
Both the current implementation and the general method of view-dependent geometry are open to many avenues of further investigation:
• Semi-automatic alignment and deformation based on feature correspondence. For example, one might adapt standard image morphing techniques such as [Beie92] .
• Automatic construction of the 3D base model from the 2D drawings.
• Better deformations might be achieved by applying higherorder interpolation, and by ensuring vertices do not pass through the mesh as it is deformed.
• Texture extraction -It is straightforward to extract texture coordinates from each reference drawing, and then use viewdependent textures [Debe98] . However, drawings are difficult to blend due to contour lines and differences in the shading, line style or coloring of each drawing.
• Key viewpoints at different distances.
Instead of a triangulation of the viewing sphere, a tetrahedralization of space would be required.
• Interface tools and model formats -The current implementation could be greatly enhanced by refining the selection tools, the deformation methods, and by operating on NURBS and other curved surfaces.
CONCLUSION
It is an established fact in computer graphics that the camera viewpoint plays an important role in determining the appearance of an object. From Phong shading to microfaceted reflections to view-dependent texture mapping, graphics research has shown that gaze direction is an important parameter in rendering objects. Our work extends this progression by modifying the actual shape of an object depending on where it is viewed from. In doing so, we directly address a problem in 3D-enhanced cel animation -the loss of view-specific distortions as an object moves from the artistic 2D world to the geometric 3D world. By employing viewdependent geometry in cartoon animation, we can render 3D models that are truer in shape to their original 2D counterparts. 
Figure 12
The view-dependent model animated over time, viewed by a rotating camera. The animated model's shape changes based on the viewpoint. The distortions of Figure 9 are seen in the 2 nd and 7 th frames -all other frames use offset-interpolated deformations.
Figure 13
We combine the various techniques into one scene. The rabbit's head is a static view-dependent model. Note the different tilt of the ears between the first and last viewpoints. The body is an animated view-dependent model. It incorporates the view-specific distortions of Figure 9 . The background buildings are view-dependent models with a single key deformation. They distort when seen front-on, and appear rectangular as the viewing angle increases.
